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Abstract—Recently, temporal imaging has been shown to be
very promising for enhancing the accuracy of spatio-temporal localization of a scintillation events within a monolithic scintillator
[1]. The objective of this communication is to show that, besides
scintillation localization performances, Compton events could be
efﬁciently detected and characterized inside a monolithic plate.
A time-based robust Compton event reconstruction could lead
to the implementation of a cost effective single plate Compton
camera based on monolithic scintillating crystals.

A. Principles of temporal imaging
We consider a monolithic scintillator crystal [2] with a layer
of segmented Si-PMT glued to the crystal [3]. Figure 1-(a)
illustrates the behavior of emitted photons after the scintillation event. Photons emitted inside the cone are detected
by the photodetector. All photons emitted outside the cone
will be subject to at least one scattering and thus have a
longer light path in the crystal and thus will impact later
the photo-detectors. At the beginning of the interaction, the
image of the un-scattered photons on the detector plane will
be a disc D centered on the 2D location of the interaction and
whose diameter linearly related to its depth. On a pixellized
SiPM detector, at least two distributions could be obtained:
(i) the light distribution and (ii) the time distribution of the
ﬁrst detected photons. Combining the light distribution and
the ﬁrst arrival time distribution will allow to ﬁnd the center
and the diameter of the disc of un-scattered photons. In
fact, the critical disc D is quickly ﬁlled by the un-scattered
photons. The scattered photons may be later detected outside
D, which remains, however, highly dense compared to the
whole detection plane. Also, by putting a high statistical
weight on the ﬁrst photons, a ray tracing allows to better
constrain the spatial localization and to accurately timing the
photo-event.
In this paper, we will demonstrate an additional beneﬁt
of temporal imaging, which consists in detecting and characterizing Compton events. Detecting Compton events will
certainly allow a much better processing of photon counting data. Localizing and isolating the Compton interaction
yield more informative data about the original scintillation
event. Furthermore, the localization of the Compton interaction
makes the design of a single plate Compton camera possible.

B. Single compton scattering
In the context of temporal imaging, a single compton
diffusion can be seen as two photo-electric events that are
closely related in time, space and energy. If θ denotes the
Compton diffusion angle and θc the critical angle, two cases
could be considered: (i) θ < θc : The cone of the ﬁnal photon
absorption is located inside the cone of the ﬁrst compton
diffusion. As a consequence, the observed image on the Si-PM
will not be very different from a photo-electric event except
that the maximum of the light distribution will be skewed with
respect to the location of the initial interaction, (ii) θ > θc :
Two discs of undiffused photons could be observed on the
SiPM. These two discs could be overlapped or completely
separated depending on the distance between the ﬁnal photon
absorption and the Compton diffusion.
The single Compton event can be recognized through 3 main
characteristics:
•
•

•

The light distribution shows an axial symmetry along the
direction of the diffusion.
The 2 centers of the bimodal light distribution appear in
close coincidence in time: The maximum interval time is
of order of 2 to 3 the transit time in the crystal.
Once the event has been reconstructed, the partition of
energy between the 2 centers should follow the following
E0
, where E0 is the total photon
relation: E = 1+α(1−cos(θ))
energy, E is the ﬁnal absorbed photon energy and θ the
deviation angle.

Experimental acquisition set-up: The Philips Digital Photon Counter [4], the DPC-3200-22 sensor, consists of 16
independent die sensors arranged in a 4×4 array. A die sensor
contains four pixels, arranged in a 2 × 2 array, each consisting
of 3200 SPAD cells. A pair of time to digital converters
(TDCs) is coupled to each die and generates a single time
stamp by die. The timestamp generation is determined by the
conﬁgured trigger threshold. We choose to use ﬁrst photon
trigger level during our measurements, in order to get the best
timing performance. We use a LYSO crystal of size 32×32×20
mm with the polished exit face coupled with optical grease to
the Philips Tile. All the other faces are roughened and painted
in black. The crystal is 20mm distant from a 0,7 MBq Na 22
source.
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C. Single Compton event observation and characterization
Once an event is validated, the Philips system records the
time when the ﬁrst photon is detected and the energy deposited
on each pixel of the die during the integration. This gives an
event matrix with the following information:
• The number of photons detected by each pixel during the
integration time (see Figure 1-(b)).
• The time stamp when the ﬁrst photon is detected on
each die. The arrival time of the ﬁrst detected photon for
each event is taken as a reference time (0 ps). We thus
keep only the difference (in units of 19, 5 ps) between
the remaining dies and this reference die. The spatial
distribution of these timestamp differences will be a key
component in the Compton characterization. See Figure
1-(b) where these values are written at the intersection
of the 4 pixels composing a die. One has then for each
event a joint 2D visualisation of the light distribution and
also of the time distribution.
The transfer time, denoted T T and deﬁned as the time taken
by an UV photon to cross the thickness of the scintillator,
plays an important role in the temporal characterization of the
Gamma ray interaction with the crystal. In our setting, the
value of the T T is about 122 ps. Compton events typically
imply some lateral propagation of the Gamma ray before the
second emission. Thus, a simple criterion for recognizing a
Compton event is the second the time window between the ﬁrst
and the second interactions which has to be less than 2T T ,
i.e 12 timestamp units in our setting. For instance, the event
shown in Figure 1-(b) has the following features corroborating
the Compton event: (i) 2 light distribution maxima, (ii) the
light distribution has an axial symmetry and (iii) the 2 maxima
are spaced by only 9 timestamp units. An instance of Compton
characterization is given on the event reported in Figure 1-(b).
We aim to localize the ﬁrst and the second photon interactions
in space, time and energy. In our set-up the overall energy
of the event is difﬁcult to calibrate as the loss of photons
on black painted absorbing faces depends on the position
of the interaction. It is worth noted that, without identifying
the Compton effect, the localization of the ﬁrst photo-electric
event is wrong (red circle in in Figure 1-(b)). However,
combining the light and the relative timestamp distribution
yields the following 3D positions estimations: X1 = 18 mm,
Y 1 = 18 mm, Z1 = 4 mm for the ﬁrst event (in a blue circle
in Figure 1-(b)) and X2 = 20 mm, Y 2 = 12 mm, Z2 = 2
mm for the second event (in a dashed red circle).
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of emitted photons behaviors before detection on the
Si-PM, (b) An instance of a Compton event detection: we report the number
of detected photons per pixel and the ﬁrst arrival time per die (a group of 4
pixels).
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